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Retail professional with extensive experience in customer and relationship 
management. Cultivates nurtures and maintains long-term customer relationships
to boost sales and grow brand visibility.

NOVEMBER 2002 – 2004
RETAIL STOCKER - ERIE COUNTY FARMS

 Pulled and filled orders, count inventory, and customer service.
 Increased sales by suggestive selling of different food ideas.
 Worked at the sales floor and stocking room, cleaning around the store and 

organizing displays.
 Recommended, selected, and helped locate or obtain merchandise based on 

customer needs and desires.
 Developed effective customer service skills by communicating with customers 

to ensure all their needs were met.
 Ensured that all clothing was in proper placing and no clothing was on the floor.
 Stocked merchandise onto shelves. Counted merchandise inventory. 

Unpackaged loads from merchandise trailers Setup merchandise displays Used.

2005 – 2007
RETAIL STOCKER - DELTA CORPORATION

 Unpacked and packed overstock.
 Stocked store with soda, candy, and souvenirs.
 Took out the stores trash and clean up storage rooms Accomplishments The 

impact has during the time at this job is to stay positive and work as a.
 Used Communication skills with customers and the owner as to what items are 

being most requested and when we would receive them.
 Communication between departments for what is needed to fill the counter and 

what products are getting low.
 Inventory control with rotating the product and accurate inventory counts.
 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant to your 

current role.

EDUCATION

Bachelor's In Sales - 1982(Edinboro University of Pennsylvania - Edinboro, PA)
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SKILLS

MS Office, Retail, Effective Communication Skills.
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